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30,000ft view



Managing change



Great results - why change?

IB Results: 
100% Take the full DP 
Non-selective entry    70% EAL 

Average Diploma Score 34, 35, 33 last 3 years 
Pass rate: 96 100, 96% last 3 years) 

IGCSE Results 
57 % of all grades, A* or A        95%   5  A* - C 



Ice Age Video



Our New Campus



Honor the past.…   
…. design for the future 

       
Simon Breakspear



1. What can stay the same? 

2. What should be removed? 

3. What needs to be tweaked? 

4. What needs to be radically redesigned? 

4 Questions for change





Simon Sinek: Start with Why





Why do we have schools? 

Why do we educate our 
children? 

Why of Our Schools?

What should we educate our students for?



Why of Our School?

our ‘Why’ is very different from schools of 50 or 
even just 10 years ago.  

our ‘Why’ is very different to state schools 
anywhere in the world.  

……we are educating the world’s  
future generation of leaders.

All students from our schools go on to study at 
university  
many go on to be leaders in some form or other



Community Discussion on Why?

Values 
Ethics 

Ethical Leadership 
Leading by example 

Community 
Service Learning 

Leadership as a Service Activity 
Global Stewardship 



Budapest:  Tag Line

…we are educating the world’s  
future generation of leaders. 



How of Our Schools?

The world has changed...but schools? 

Modern Pedagogy and Brain 
Research 

Globalisation 

Effect of Technology 



The World has Changed?



‘Everybody is a genius, but if you judge a fish by it’s ability to 
climb a tree, it will live it’s whole life believing that it is stupid’



Pedagogical and Brain Research

We now know far more about how children think and 
learn best...... 

...and its not often through sitting in rows, 
remembering things..... 

Constructivist and not Instructivist 
Individually differentiated, personalized 

inquiry-based, in context…. 



A definition of Learning?

Learning is the capacity to consciously modify understandings…. 

Learning is not the ability to repeat routine tasks on command 

                                                                        Richard Elmore.  Harvard 

In times of change, learners will inherit the earth, while the learned 
find themselves beautifully prepared for a world which no longer 

exists.   
       

Sam Hofer



4 Stages of Learning

1. Getting information (sensory cortex,)  

2. Making meaning of information (back integrative cortex,)  

3. Creating new ideas from these meanings, (front integrative cortex,) 

4. Acting on those ideas (motor cortex). 

….and share these definitions with students



High Achievement for all….
Not just the few

Natural Ability

High Achievement

Opportunity Challenge/Support

Growth Mindset

+

+

=

X



Growth Mindset for all?

“I expect you all to be independent, innovative, 
critical thinkers who do exactly as I say





Globalisation
What will be the role of the developed countries in  

the work place of 2030?

How does that impact what 
our students should learn? 



Globalisation

10 million and rising 
200 stadiums - FULL! 



Technology and the Future



What	will	our	world	be	like	in	2020...or	2030	
How	will	that	impact	the	“Why”	of	schools?	

Apollo	Rocket	computer										my	iPhone	

and	processing	power	still	exponential	growth	



2020, 40% of all High School courses will be online 
(NAIS) 

2025 Micro chip in your blood stream 

2025, processing power for $1000? 
2050, processing power for $1000? 

“Aware” computers



H & M Advertising Campaign 2013



The future may already be here…



Augmented reality?



WHY?  $500 pencils?



What Skills, Competencies are needed?

So......what should we teach our students to prepare them for 
this world?  

What do you consider to be the TEN most important  
skills, attributes, qualities, concepts etc 
that you think students should have  
by the time they leave our schools..... 

......or that would be vital by the time they start  
in the work place



Leadership	skills,	Entrepreneurial	skills,	Design	
Ethical	leadership	
Risk	takers	
Balanced,	Healthy	
Problem	solvers	
Creativity	
Character...values,	ethics,	morals,	social	skills,	
caring,	tolerant,	empathy,	inter-personal	skills,	
responsible	
Critical	Thinking 
Communication,	languages,	presentation	skills,	
technological	communication 
Collaborative	-	Class,	National	and	Global	
Flexibility,	adaptability,	resilience 
Environmental	stewardship 
Multi-cultural,	international,	open-minded,	

Critical Skills



Our Challenge

High standards and examination results at all levels.  

And at the same time….  

We have a duty to prepare our students for their fast-changing, 
globally connected, technology-rich future.  

We must help our children develop the contemporary Values, 
Attitudes and Attributes that prepare them to be successful in 
their world….. 

…..to be leaders in our future world 



Our Challenge

How many times have you used quadratic 
equations in the last ten years? 



Future Ready?

Be globally good not just locally good 

Be able to create a job not just get a job 

Capacity to learn, unlearn and relearn 

Human centric abilities ….  Social and ethical values. 



Not Instead…but Beyond

Beyond basic skills - 21st century skills, concepts, values, 
dispositions 

Beyond traditional disciplines - rethought, hybrid, new 

Beyond discrete - interdisciplinary, real-life 

Beyond the class - local, national, global perspectives 

Beyond content - Big Ideas. Using the content as a lens to think 
about the real-world 

Beyond prescribed content - personalised, choice, relevant to 
each individual  



Lifeworthy Education…

Schooling Real Life

Where we need to be



Early Years (Pre-K)



Growth Mindset for all?

“I expect you all to be independent, innovative, 
critical thinkers who do exactly as I say



WHAT of Our Schools



Developments so far….
Culture of a whole-community PLC 
      High quality in-house CPD opportunities 
      Peer to peer development (looking for learning) 
      On-line and blended opportunities 
      Nord Anglia University 
      Twitter learning groups 
      Student-lead training - esp for tech 

Relentless focus on high achievement 

Developing a Growth Mindset for all…… 

Unleashing teachers (Jim Collins ‘Good to Great’) 
      Relentless dissatisfaction….. 

Creation of 1 - 1 tech plan (…its not about the technology) 



PLC…emphasis on community

inThinking – Inquiry in Math and Science 
John Nicholls, Kari Boazman - Inquiry in the Classroom 
Apple – Challenge Based Learning 
Apple - Creativity in the Classroom 
Pam Harper:  Looking and Leading for Learning 
Alan November:  Who owns the Learning 
Guy Claxton:  Building Learning Power 
Bill and Ochan Powell:  Inclusion and personalised learning 
In-house, coaching, mentoring and leadership programme 
New leadership structures…’Contributive Leadership’ 



5	Year	Strategic	Plan

Staff Students Parents

OtherNAECommunity
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Community	NAE,	Surveys	etc.
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Community	NAE,	Surveys	etc.





…and also in state schools….







If education is about lighting fires…. 

                    ….Its about time we got out the matches 

     andrew.derry@houston.nae.school 
    
     apderry@gmail.com 
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